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1. Introduction 
The cohomology cup product has not been found explicitly for most groups 
because of the difficulty of constructing suitable projective resolutions and diagonal 
maps or of manipulating them at homology level. For finite cyclic groups the cup 
product is well known (e.g. see [l, X11.71). For one-relator groups it has been 
described in essence in dimension two by Labute [6], working with one-relator pro- 
p-groups, and more generally by Ratcliffe [B] . 
This paper calculates the cup product (and cup coproduct have,r suitable cyclic 
coefficient modules) for a combinatorially aspherical group, by 1:onstructing an 
explicit diagonal map for the Lyndon resolution of such a grolup. These products 
have very simple form, involving first and second order Fox derivatives only, and 
may be. read off directly from the combinatorially aspherical presents.tion 
(Theorems 4.1 and 4.2). 
2. The Lyndon resolution of a combinatorially aspherical presentation 
For simplicity it will be assumed in what follows that the groups considered are 
finitely presented, though the assumption is unnecessary to the argument. Further, 
context alone will determine if an element lies in the group or in the free group on 
its generators. 
Let G = F/N where F is the free group on finite free gel erating set X= 
{q : 15 is I} and N is the normal subgroup of Fgenerated by R = { ci : 15 jr JC 00). 
For each j in J, let fj be the root of rj; that is, rj - , t ?J where nj =+ 1 is masimal, and 
let ‘9 in the integral group ring ZG of G be 
Vj=l+tj+*‘*+ti”,-‘. 
* Presented at the Oberwalfach conference on Cohomology of Gn ups, July, 1982. 
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A group presentation is combinatorially aspherical (CA) if there are no nontrivial 
identities among the relators [2, 1.41. Examples are one-relator groups [7], knot 
groups (see [2]) and small cancellation groups (see 151). If (X : R) is CA and concise 
([2, p. 41: no element of R is conjugate to another or its inverse), then by [2, 1.21 
a complete set [9] of trivial identities S= {sk : k E K} may be selected as follows: let 
K= { j: I SjlJ, njZ2) and set Sj=(tjrjti”)r,” for j in K. 
Recall that af/ax is the FOX derivative [3] of the element fin HF with respect o 
the generator x of F. By [7, 9.11 and [2, 1.21 the following result holds. 
Lemma 2.1 (Lyndon). Let G =(X: R) be a concise CA presentation. Then the 
G-complex (9 = Y(G), a) defined below is a free G-resolution of the integers k. 
Let .&, n L 0 be the free G-module with basis {e} if n = 0; { ai : 1 s is 1) if n = 1; 
{bj:l<jSJ} if n=2; {c,?j~K} if n=2k+l, kzl; and {dT:jEK) if n=2k, 
kz2. Define a,: .&-+1p,_, for n 2 1 by G-free extension of 
a, (ai j = (Xi - l)e, 4 S&I, 
a&f) = (tj - l)bj, jM 
a,(d~)=~jc$‘-‘, jEK, n=2k, kz2, 
a,(C$')=(tj- l)dr-‘9 jeK, n=2k+l, kz2. 
The augmentation map a, : YpZ is given by a,(e) = 1. Cl 
If G = (X : R) is a CA presentation, then the complex (9, a) defined in (2.1) (after 
possibly deleting redundant elements from R) is called the Lyndon resolution for G. 
The following notation will be used. If O : EF-Q is the free group ring augmenta- 
tion map, then <f; X) = @f/ax)’ and (f; Xi, Xi) = (a’f/iki tkj)“. Let r be a com- 
mutative ring with 1, considered as a trivial G-module. The homology chain com- 
plex (y;,*= r& .Y, d* = 1 BG a) is then 
a,*(dj”) = IZjCy- ', jEK, n=2k, kz2, and 
a;(Bj) = C (rj; xi)ai, 1 s j s J, 
and the cohomology chain complex ((Yr> = horn&Y, r), S= horn&r)) is then 
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with 
6,=0, n=2k, kr0, 
d,((?~)=tljd~+‘, n=2k+l, kzl, and 
6,(&i)= C <rj;Xi)6j, 
where & : @InI ZGg, +r is the ‘dual’ basis element defined by &(g,) =anm 
(Kronecker delta). 
3. The diagonal map for the Lyndon resolution 
Calculation lof the cup product and coproduct for a group G depends on construc- 
tion of a diagoZnal map o : C + C@C for some projective G-resolution 1:. As in the 
case of the bar resolution, the diagonal map may be extremely cumbersome to 
manipulate on the homology level, so a nice small free G-resolution is sought. For 
CA presentations this is provided by the Lyndon resolution. Construction of 
cc) : Y+ 90 9 is most complicated in dimension two, where it is found by adapting 
the corresponding construction in [4, 3.11 to the result of Trotter 19, 2.4). 
Definition 3.1. Let U, be Fox’s mth initial section of the word f in F 13, p. SP]; 
that is, if f=n",=,xz, e,=+l, then in BF 
f -- 1 = C (af/ilX/)(Xi - 1) = C &,U,(Xi, - 1). 
i m 
Define CI : F-e 9, QO be the function 
a(f) = C (af/ax,)ai 
and y : F+ Y&I _li”l to be the function 
Y(f I= C &dJ%dOU~aim~ q 
m 
Lemma 3.2. For all fi g in F, 
a1 0 a(f) = (f - l)e, 
Y(Xi) = 09 1 sill, and 
y(fg) := “J(f) +f l Y(g) + a(f )OfNg)* cl 
Thus y of (3.1) must be the unique function whose existence was proven in (91, 
and o may be constructed to dimension three according to [9, p. 4741. (The asyrn- 
metric terms in a3 have boundary zero and so are deleted below.) The remainder 
of the construction is readily verified if the identities 
a(t,~+‘)=a(t,~)+ t,?CY(tj)= tjCY(ty)+a(tj), f?lZO, 
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and 
tjVj = Vj in ZC;, 
are kept in mind. 
Theorem 3.3. The diagonal map co : 2”-,.4”@Y is 
~009 = eQe, 
W2(bj)=t@bj+bjQi?+ Y(rj), lljlJ, 
w,(C~)=e~C~-tc~Oe+a(tj)Otjdj”-‘+tjd~-’Oa(tj) 
+ $1 {tjd;1(jJci”-2’+ CT--21 @d/l}, jEK, n=2k+ 1, kzl, 
= 
nl - 1 
m,(d~)=eQdj”+d~Qe+ c {a(t,!“)@tj%~-’ - t,f’%$‘-l@a(t,f”)} 
t?z = 0 
jeK, n=2k, kz2, 
where for notational convenience Sm(tj) = Cr__J,’ tj’, no L 1, Sottj) = 0, and dj = bjm iZl 
1. The cup product and coprodurt 
The cup product and coproduct (where it exists) are determined immediately on 
comparison with [4, 3.21 and if it is noted that nu = 0 in r for u in I-’ and n in Z+ 
implies 
n 
0 I 2 u= 
(n/2)u = -(n/2)u, if n is even, 
0, if n is odd. 
It is assumed that the cup coproduct is restricted to those cyclic coefficient groups 
Z, and dimensions n for which there is a Kinneth isomorphism 
&(G X G; z,)= [H*(G; E,)@H*(G; &$]k, Or ksn. 
Examples are 
q=O (&=Z) for nr2, 
and 
q=gcd{nj, jEK: (rj;xi), j$K, 1 risk} for all n, 
q = hcm(ni, j E M} if (q/nj, nj) = 1, for all j in K, 
and q 1 g, for all n, 
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where 
g=gCd{(rj;Xi): 1 S~S J, 1 r&l}. 
heorem 4.1. Let G = (X : R) be a CA presentation and let cycle e represent i s own 
coset in its cohomology module. The cup product 
U : H*(G; T)@H*(G; l-')-+H*(G; r) 
is 
and if nju=O and nkv=O in K’, then 
(u?f)U@=tU(u?~)=u~~, pr3 odd, 
~13 odd, qz2 even, 
p,qr3 odd, 
and if Ci Uiciip C,u;‘&,EKer aI, then 
( > C Uidi U(Ui.,p)=(Ut~)U C Uicii i ( ) i 
and 
= 
i 
(7 <tj; x,)u,)(r;,'2)u~+ ‘I nj even , p13 odd, 
0, nj odd 
Theorem 4.2. Let G = (X : R) be a CA presentation and /et cycle c represent i s own 
coset in its homology module. The cup coproduct 
52 : H,(G; E,)-+H,(G; Z,)OHx(G; 2,) 
where it exists, is 
l&(e) = e@e, 
Ql(ai)=e@ai+ai@e, 1 Sill, 
&(b)=eObi- b@e+ C z C <rj;xi,x/)ujai@al 
j i I 
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if b = C Uj bj E Ker a,*, 
nj even, 
nj odd, 
n=2k, kk2, j&L il 
The periodicity of the (co)homology modules is reflected in the cup (co)product, 
in that no essentially new information about G appears in the (co)product in dimen- 
sions higher than six, after which the pattern repeats with ‘period’ two. 
In certain cases the coproduct (and product similarly) has simpler form. 
Corollary 4.3. Let G = (X : R) be a CA presentation. 
(a) If gZ,=O, then 
Qt(bj)=e@bj+bj@e+ C C (rj;xi,xljai@a/, 1~jl.l. 
i I 
Note g= 0 if and only if R C, F’. 
(b) If njZq = 0 for a specific j in K, then 
522(bj)=e@bj + bj@e+ C C (rj; xi, xl)ai@a,, 
i I 
and 
k-2 
c 
C,tl@C,-21-l 
I=1 
+ C <tj; Xi>(ai@CT-’ +CT-“@ai) , 
i 1 ?lj even, 
nJ odd, 
n=2k, kZr2. •1 
The cup product version of (4.3) generalises Ratcliffe’s result for the cohomology 
ring of a one-relator group. Indeed the case with JK I= J and njr= 0 Vj for dimen- 
sions not equal to two is obtained immediately by the method of [8, 531 generalised 
to the free product of cyclic groups. 
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Corollary 4.4. Let G = (X : R) be u torsion free 01 presentation (so G is aspherical 
if it is concise [2, 1.31). Since Uh = 0 Vn 2 3, the homology co-ring of G is com- 
pletely determined by the image of the dimension two coproducf in HI (G; Zq) @ 
&(G; Zq), viz. 
for b = Cj Uj bj in Ker a,*. Cl 
Clearly the product (coproduct) may be applied to distinguish between CA groups, 
with isomorphic cohomology (homology) modules. The product and coproduct can 
also be iterated, and in dimension n, the fully iterated coproduct is connected with 
the nth quotient group of the group’s lower central series. For one-relator groups 
these applications are particularly simple. These results will be discussed ekewhere. 
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